The world’s first immersive video
A film production platform for blockchain
INFORMATION FOR ADVERTISERS
AND PARTNERS
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YOUR BRAND IN THE CENTER OF THE MOST
SIGNIFICANT EVENT OF THE DECADE IN THE MEDIA
The emergence of immersive movies
is compared with the transition from silent to
sound films.
New projects by Stephen Soderbergh , Alejandro
González Iñárritu , Whitney Museum, Be Here and Intel
have significantly expanded this concept.
But immersive (interactive) movies still lack a distribution
platform. We are here to solve this issue and we know how
to make the revolutionary technologies
work effectively in every home.
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To use the links

you need the Internet connection

D E E P. MOV I E
We offer new viewing technologies but remember that
the heart of the film is the story.
Launching the service we decided to rely on the screen
versions of the world-famous works and writers with
substantial fan bases.
See

«Writers»

Especially for our service the writers revised their
popular plots and wrote some new ones. We have an
international team of filmmakers developing immersive
(interactive) movies and TV series.
See

«Content»

Films are made exclusively
for DEEP.MOVIE and available on this
platform only.
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TEСHNOLOGY
The participation effect and opportunity
to control the plot!
TV shows and films are available on
Smart TV,
mobile devices,
set-top boxes.
You may watch movies and TV shows either in the familiar
linear format or turn on immersive (interactive) options.
Additional equipment is not needed.
To control immersive options the viewer uses
a standard Smart TV remote control or
the touchscreen on a smartphone or tablet (any OS).
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TEСHNOLOGY
Our unique immersive system for watching films
is based on the technology of video games
streaming. Each film is a computer program located
on the server and managed by the audience.

The viewer will feel like he or she is the
creator/participant of the show.
In addition to the choice of the narrative which has
become classic (how the character will act, how the
events will unfold), we provide the audience with
new possibilities of building the world of the
movie, switching between characters and even
«communicating» with them.

As early as in the first package of DEEP.
MOVIE each movie will be different
in terms of its own method of use of
technology.
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D E E P.VO T E
Viewing and even film production for deep.movie will be based on a
revolutionary and ultimately efficient model.
Rapidly developing blockchain technologies (crypto investment
and smart contracts) inspire decentralized film production and
immediately bring you to the international market avoiding the
problem of financing the projects bound to be successful.
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Thanks to the deep.vote service any person would be able to
choose the project to his or her liking and become the investor
and producer.
Depending on the amount of money invested the user gets the
scope of rights for a movie/TV show and receives perpetual
payments from ticket sales and any business activities related
to the project.

D E E P.VO T E
A few several services have already appeared at
the international market. But only our service
has both production and distribution on the
same platform, which makes financial reports
as transparent as possible. All transactions and
activity analysis on the deep.movie service are
available for deep.vote users in the personal
account.
We own a unique voting system for
investors on all stages of production: script
development, pre-production, production and
final touches to the project. The production
team has access an all time access to the
investors and may ask to help solve the key
issues (to increase the budget or the deadline
depending on this or that offer).

Thanks to a comfortable, crystal clear and
well-protected voting system, the investors
do become co-producers. They can divest,
reduce, increase or transform their share
to other investors.
Smart Escrow platform allows you to
reduce investment risks (the funds are
insured and automatically returned in case
of non-performance of a contract).
On top of all of that, not only major studios
but also any ordinary person with the help
of the deep.vote service staff is able to
present a project. If investors consider it
promising enough, production studios will
hold a tender in order to participate in the
project.
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MARKETING
Presales on deep.movie begin long before the
premier and the policy of the service envisages
the possibility of the ticket refund. To spark
the viewers’ presales interest and make him
or her use the service, we have developed the
entertainment program for the deepticket
owners.
Each project will be preceded by a package of
materials and events on par with that of a movie
or a TV show in terms of the visual appeal. These
are unique plays and shows supported by AR and
VR technologies, based on the film plot, short
immersive spin-offs based on the anticipated
story, VIP events and quests.
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The access to these events will be available in
the fan shop (users can buy the promotional
merchandise there too) where all products are
sold for bonuses. For deepticket owners to earn
bonuses is no less exciting (focus groups, social
network activity and etc.).
CONTENTS

R E L E VA N C E
SMART TV

360°

CROSS-PLATFORM

INTERACTIVE

VIRTUAL-REALITY

According to the
Association of American Cinema, the
world’s gross box office in cinema theaters for the past year
has grown by only 1%. The reason for this is the incredibly
rapid development of video content on the Internet
platforms.

The Internet platform allows you to use new ways of
shooting and viewing, new ways of involving the audience
and distribution. Blockchain technology makes it possible
to build a fundamentally new format of the film industry
as a whole.

According to
Cisco research, in 2019 online video will
account for 80% of the world’s Internet traffic.

It is much easier for studios to implement
groundbreaking ideas when they don’t need to guess the
mood of the audience, and the «focus group», end-users
will work at ground zero of the project. Creative people,
able to spark the audience’s interest, will now address it
directly.

Research firm
PwC anticipates revenue from media and
entertainment will reach an estimated $2.2 trillion by 2021.
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CREATORS
Cult Media
cult-media.ru
Нas been producing films and TV shows in prime time for the largest
television broadcasters in the CIS and Asia for more than 10 years. Cult
Media has won a number of professional awards including TEFI, Golden
Eagle, the Award of the Association of Film and TV Producers, etc.

Glyf
glyf.ru
Video streaming services, online stores, interactive products,
branding.

Amai
amai.io
IT technologies based on artificial intelligence. The company is a
developer of unique services using synthesized voices.

Simplex-Software
simplex-software.ru
The provider of a full cycle of services for the development of
blockchain projects. It has its own investment platform, ready-made
and adaptive solutions for the tokenization of business.
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WRITERS
BORIS AKUNIN
One of the most published writers of modern times.

The total circulation of his books is more than 30

million copies.
Akunin’s works have been translated into 30 languages. He
experiments with genres and makes historical researches. It is a
series of retro detectives about Erast Fandorin that brought him
world-wide fame.
Boris Akunin initiated our project and offered to create a
service of interactive (immersive) films and TV series.

Especially for DEEP.MOVIE he will write a full-length
feature script based on his interactive novel
.
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«SULAZHIN»

To go inside the presentation, click on the link icon

WRITERS
VICTOR PELEVIN
French Magazine included Pelevin in the list of 1000 most
influential figures of modern culture. His works were
translated into all European languages, as well as Chinese
and Japanese. Plays based on his stories are performed in
theaters of Moscow, St. Petersburg, London and Paris. Pelevin’s
style is distinguished by parodies and phantasmagoria for
intellectuals. «Entertaining» literature about the journey of the
spirit.
In the
«AHULI PROJECT» the audience will see not only
the characters of Pelevin’s cult novel «The Sacred Book of
the Werewolf», but also characters and whole sequences from
other successful works of the writer, which will be combined
in a new, unpredictable plot under the supervision of Pelevin
himself.
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WRITERS
ARKADY AND BORIS
STRUGATSKY
Iconic science fiction and social science fiction writers. Their
books have more than 300 editions in 27 countries. They
have huge fan bases around the world. 21 screen versions,
8 computer games are based on their works. Since 1999, an
international literary prize named after Strugatsky has been
awarded.
Our service, thanks to cooperation with the heirs of writers,
will offer a screen version of the manuscript - the movie essay

«THE WISHING MACHINE».
This is the first draft of the «Stalker» script – a movie by
Andrei Tarkovsky. The director thought it was unnecessarily
adventurous with lots of CGI. But exactly this key element of
the script allowed us not only to convert a modern story into
a film, but also to create a sequel - the TV series called
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WRITERS
ALEKSEY IVANOV
One of the most successful new writers of the 21st century.
Producers get in line to get the screen rights for his books even
before the release of another book. 6 full-length films and TV
series based on his works have been made for the past 5 years.
Ivanov has been nominated three times for the National
Bestseller Award. He is the finalist of the «Big Book» national
literary award, winner of the «Book of the Year» and many other
professional awards. Critics call his highly successful books
«modern historical novels.»

For our service, Ivanov will write a multi-part film script
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based on a series of mystery thrillers
«DANGEROLOGISTS».
The first film will be based on the revised novel «Community»,
the next episodes will be the original stories with the characters
from the first film.
CONTENTS
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DEE P. MOV IE

CONTENT

SULAZHIN

AHULI PROJECT

We are planning to have a package of four films/TV shows
ready to launch on the service. Each film/TV show will have
a separate page with the «Additional» section with the best
materials of the advertising campaign (fan concepts, events,
interviews with the creators, 360 degree videos from the set,
etc.).
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STALKERS

DANGEROLOGISTS

Each film/TV show has interactive features. The viewer
can activate them and manage the events in the film with
the help of a TV remote control or touchscreen (on mobile
devices). These features can be turned off, this way the story
tells itself with no viewer interference.

BORIS AKUNIN

S U LAZ H I N
A FEATURE FILM

Galya Gubchenko only for DEEP.MOVIE

The protagonist is diagnosed with a terminal illness.
The experimental drug «sulazhin» and a group
therapy run by psychologist Gromov introduce him
to a new strange reality. After each drug intake,
the protagonist lives a piece of someone else’s life:
the former investigator Zaitsev, the special police
officer Rakovoy, the girl Tonya. The protagonist
tries to understand whether he only imagines what
is happening to him, or he is really sick, or he is
in the center of a game designed by a cunningly
constructed criminal system that makes money on
people – really or seemingly dying.
This is a new, even more sophisticated experiment
with genres by Boris Akunin. The narrative starts as
a psychological thriller and subsequently turns into
black comedy, action, melodrama, noir, and finally
seinen anime.
how to watch
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BORIS AKUNIN

S U LAZ H I N
A FEATURE FILM
HOW TO WATCH

The viewer is also a co-writer. With each plot twist
the viewer’s choice dramatically changes the story
and the character himself. At the same time, the
viewer can go in any direction (there is a navigation
map for this purpose): he or she can go a few steps
back, check the final scene, jump into an alternative
branch of the plot, and then go to the next oneThis
ability allows viewers to see the details and the
general outline that eludes the protagonist. It is
the viewer who will help find the answers, and that
«secret level» which will explain all the riddles.
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VICTOR PELEVIN

AHULI PROJECT

Helix only for DEEP.MOVIE

A MULTI-PART MOVIE
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A Chinese fox-werewolf A Huli disguised as a beautiful
nymphet has lived in Russia for several hundred years. The
ability to cast a spell on people allows her to be in control
even in the most difficult situations and make money in the
sex industry with no effort.
Mysterious events in Moscow attract the attention of
intelligence and security officer Alexander Seryi. The
fox-werewolf magic has no effect on him as Seryi is the
werewolf himself, a member of the ancient brotherhood
that stood up for the service of the state.
Irreconcilable enemies in the beginning – A Huli and
Alexander – start getting closer. Seryi is responsible for
shamanistic rituals of the oil shelves and uses A Huli’s gift
against competitors. Illusions created for pleasures of the
flesh turn into weapons, and the new war of A Huli and
Alexander plunges the whole world into phantasmagoria.
The main conflict is yet to come: The Super Werewolf for
which A Huli has been searching for centuries, is someone
from Alexander’s entourage, and perhaps Alexander
himself.
CONTENTS

how to watch

VICTOR PELEVIN

AHULI PROJECT
A MULTI-PART MOVIE

HOW TO WATCH

The viewer is able to observe the ongoing with the eyes of
any of the main characters or use an external view. In the
meantime the characters can be in completely different
places. Most events in the film occur simultaneously. It is up
to the viewer what to watch. In fact, during each viewing, the
user «edits» the movie, each time getting a brand new story.
The ability to include the inner monologue of the main
heroine adds new meanings to the narrative.
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ARKADY AND BORIS STRUGATSKY

THE WISH
MACHINE
A FEATURE FILM

Alex Andreev сonly for DEEP.MOVIE

Space brothers dropped by for a quick visit on Earth
and immediately took off, leaving hundreds acres of
land with deadly anomalies. It is unknown whether
it was a simple crash or a part of the experiment but
a few years later the most legendary people on earth
since the time of filibusters became «stalkers» – the
luck hunters trespassing the Zone. Some of them
hunt for artifacts of extraterrestrial technologies and
some guide tourists. Only one out of ten returns. But
the game is worth the candle. Legend has it that in
the center of the Zone there is the Golden Circle - a
machine that grants wishes.
Stalker Victor guides Professor and Writer beyond the
line guarded by the troops. Victor has his own motives
to take them with him. But his companions have a card
up their sleeves. People get into a dangerous game
with the devious Zone and each other.
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ARKADY AND BORIS STRUGATSKY

THE WISH
MACHINE
A FEATURE FILM
HOW TO WATCH

The viewer helps the protagonists to stay alert and
not get trapped by the Zone. The viewer’s task is
to quickly make a choice in the hour of danger. If
this choice leads to tragedy, the protagonist wakes
up from a nightmare either in a camp of stalkers
where he receives additional instructions, or in a
nowheresville of the Zone where the creatures will
control him, or back in the detachment. He will have
to be on his own for a while to reunite with his friends.
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ARKADY AND BORIS STRUGATSKY

S TA L K E R S
A MULTI-PART MOVIE

Max Kostin only for DEEP.MOVIE

Twenty years later, after the events happening in the
Wishing Machine, numerous gangs settled along the
border, make a law in the Zone. The governments
of the countries obey the shadow «Alliance» which
initiates a new policy and negotiates with the stalkers.
After all, it was artifacts, obtained by the stalkers that
changed human civilization. But no one could settle in
the Zone. Except the Vagabond.
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Legends of a loner who lives freely in a dangerous
territory reach Victor. He is called Golem now and runs
one of the most influential gangs. With the help of the
legendary stalker Victor wants to extend his influence
to the entire perimeter. But he does not suspect that
Vagabond has to settle old scores with him. Boris
Kramer turns out to be a triple agent: he plays a
never-ending game with government, criminals and
creatures that saved him as a child in the Zone. Only
the Monkey – Golem’s daughter - can cut this knot.
She is a crippled mutant, as most of the children of
stalkers. But she still falls for Vagabond.
CONTENTS

how to watch

ARKADY AND BORIS STRUGATSKY

S TA L K E R S
A MULTI-PART MOVIE

HOW TO WATCH

The viewer can customize the character traits.
Before the next task or crucial event the viewer gets
the opportunity to choose this or that characteristic:
streaks, being prepared for the situation, superpower
(inborn or due to possession of an artifact). Depending
on which function the viewer will elevate or put down
to zero, the situation in the episode will be handled
and further events unfold.
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A L E K S E Y I VA N O V

DANGEROLOGISTS
A MULTI-PART MOVIE
Dangerlogists are members of a secret scientific
society. The director of the Hermitage museum Mikhail
Piotrovsky runs its branch in Russia. The society
includes historians and fine art experts, former military
officers and agents of Special Forces unit. The task of
the dangerologist is to study cultural phenomena that
can lead to dangerous
consequences: ancient religious faiths, mass psychosis,
places of special «mental tension».
Mikhail Vyrtsev only for DEEP.MOVIE

Head of the NASS Danil Luria carefully picks a new
team for each task. It may include an IT manager and a
survival instructor, or an unemployed person with an
unusual hobby or a well-known writer.
Each episode is a new investigation and adventure that
takes the viewer to historical parallels: the times of the
Church dissent, fighting plague in Russia during the
reign of Catherine the Great, besieged Leningrad and
etc.
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DANGEROLOGISTS
A MULTI-PART MOVIE

HOW TO WATCH

Each artifact or document discovered in the film
opens a new active link on the time line. The viewer
gets a chance to «travel through time», see the events
of another era happening at a certain place, and get
extra materials. He or she may choose not to «travel».
But in the end, out of seemingly disparate digressions,
a parallel and no less important story line sheds light
on a modern detective story.
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ROAD MAP
2019

2021
1st six months:

Launching services, immersive
teasers and shot immersive films
– spin-offs of the forthcoming
premiers; ticket presale,
competitions, voting; launch and
start of work in SMM and PRchannels.
2nd six months:

Writing film scripts, building
a creative team, architecture,
technical specification and
software of the service.
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2nd six months:

Start of the principal photography,
the advertising campaign is
accomplished by mass media,
special promotions, shows,
integration into social and cultural
events.

2022
1st six months:

Post-production; maximum
advertising activity; the list of
immersive teasers and short
immersive films - spin-offs of the
forthcoming premiers increases.

2nd six months:

The first premiers of films and TV
shows on the DEEP.MOVIE service;
the company pays
the sponsors back according to the
terms of the special offer.

M I S S I O N
O F D E E P. M O V I E I S

1

To give
SMART AND DEMANDING AUDIENCE
UNIQUE VIDEOCONTENT

3

• Original stories (some of which have already become
iconic) that can carry away the audience all over the
world
• A new immersive format that lets the audience not
only watch from the sidelines, but also become a
participant in (or «creator» of) what is happening in
the film

2

To become
A MEDIA EVENT THAT WILL
MAKE A LOT OF BUZZ
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• An international platform for new communication
technologies
• The world’s first home theater for interactive films
• A successful platform for decentralized filmproduction

DO NOT HESITATE TO
C ON TACT US A ND FIND
OUT MOR E
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+7 (916) 935-46-61 Tatyana Belichenko
t.belichenko@stardust-agency.ru
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